To All Customers of Urban Co-Operative Banks across the Country

The Union Govt has taken a landmark and historical decision to demonetise high denomination currency notes of ₹500- and ₹1,000-. The motive behind this action is to eradicate black money, stop the financial channel of encouraging terrorism and to move towards a cashless system.

The clients of the Co-Op. Banks can deposit their cancelled notes into their account. They can get payments from the Co-op. Banks as per rules of RBI and availability of cash from their Currency Chest. The customers of Urban Co-Op. Banks are requested to co-operate the Banks.

The success of this Scheme depends on its smooth and successful implementation. We request the clientele of the Cooperative Banks to bear with the situation even with little bit difficulty, if any.

Let us play our positive role to make this Nation a better place to live in.
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